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spiritual and ethical issues in society and the world, and promote multifaith engagement.

ceremony and additional student reflections are on our days at Tufts. During Illumination, we reconnect to the words of Charles Tufts, founder of the interim year. On October 1, 2020, the Reverend Elyse Nelson Winger joined the team as University community. Our office provides creative and innovative opportunities for our students to engage in Tufts' multifaith University Chaplaincy is a vital place for these emergent times. Our vibrant, Chaplains Interview Series

You are welcome to sign up for the Summer/Fall Chaplaincy Newsletters
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are heartened and grateful for all those who could help us celebrate 115 years of the University

Giving Tuesday 2020

and beyond.

reckoning, and growth. This group will meet biweekly for two months this summer, building

rights activist, lawyer, filmmaker, and educator Valarie Kaur will guide this series. Revolutionary

This spring, four student Interfaith Leadership Training Assistants worked together to host two discussions to reflect on how this process connects to the work of justice and to building discussions on grief, hope, and justice. As religious and philosophical leaders, chaplains spoke to the Chaplains

made it all possible: a gifted, innovative team of chaplains, advisors, and staff and a resilient, shared values that will lead us into deeper understanding of ourselves and our callings to serve challenges of connection posed by Covid-19; and believes that compassion, love, and justice are delights in sharing stories and wisdom across traditions; employs creative responses to the

mourning and celebration; reveres one another's spiritual and religious identities; collaboration between faculty, staff, and students across all campuses

President Anthony P. Monaco, A Time to Grieve, Hope, and Act

inflection moment in which we must both rigorously ask

entitled Russell Lecture on Spiritual Life 2021

experience the full lecture here.

"I want us all to set a precedent for the remarkable cooperation and comfort, and support we have provided each other this past year,

Liam Romaker, A23, COFFEE Interfaith Coalition Vice President

had I met a community of people so loving, open-minded, and

variety of walks of life in a space that is always welcoming."